
Four: July 26, 1943 to October 7, 1943 

 

July 26, 1943 

 

First Mission1 

 

Up at 0400.  Breakfast at 0500.  [Target]: Hamburg.  Sixteen 250-pound incendiaries, 

British made.  Altitude: 28,000 [feet].  High group.2  [Were] fifteen minutes before [the] 

German coast when [the] #4 engine went out.  #3 [was] acting up; had to abort.3  Flew 

with Strouse's4 crew.  Saltsman5 [was] the navigator.  A Ju 886 followed us, but, did not 

come close.  Landed one hour before [the] group.  No planes lost.  Target was 

plastered.
†
  I dropped [the] bombs into [the] North Sea.  A five hour [long] mission; very 

tired.  Letters from home.  Doug and I, ride to Lilleford Estate; met with a few American 

nurses.  Walk to a pub for a few beers.  [It is] swell talking to an American girl once 

again.  Home by 0100.  Hot day.   

                                                           
1
 The Eighth Air Force's heavy bombers returned to Hamburg on July 26, the third day of Blitz Week, after 

visiting the city's U-boat facilities the previous day.  Fifty-four B-17s, including fifteen out of the twenty-

four planes that took off from Polebrook that morning, contended with a layer of thick smoke while 

attempting to hit the Blohm-Voss submarine works.  Some of the smoke was generated by German smudge 

pots, but the RAF's punishing incendiary raids on the night of July 24-25 were responsible for most of the 

city's noxious vale.  The British assaults, code-named GOMORRAH, ignited the war's first firestorm and 

killed approximately 40,000 German civilians.  The muddle left by the RAF's onslaught for the AAF's 

bombardiers illustrated the tactical shortcomings of direct round-the-clock bombing.   

VIII Bomber Command lost twenty-four heavy bombers during its operations on the 26th, which 

included a raid on a Hanover tire factory by ninety-two B-17s and attacks on targets of opportunity in 

northwest Germany by fifty-three Fortresses.  The raid on Hanover suffered the heaviest losses, sixteen 

planes.  The crews of the 351st Bomb Group braved heavy flak over Hamburg.  Despite observing between 

twenty and thirty fighters, all of the planes returned to Polebrook unmolested by the Luftwaffe. (351st: 11; 

86; C&C, vol. 2: 677; 847; CC: 164; Levine: 93; Sherry: 155) 

 
2
 See Appendix F for an illustration of the standard combat box formation employed by the Eighth Air 

Force. 

 
3
 Eighth Air Force officials went to great lengths to investigate the reasons why its crews aborted 

missions.  Their concern derived from the fact that the Eighth used information on the number of sorties 

completed by its units to measure combat effectiveness.  The majority of abortions were due to mechanical 

failures or adverse weather conditions.  About five percent of the planes that returned before reaching their 

target did so for morale reasons.  Abortion rates increased with the difficulty associated with the primary 

target for each mission.  (Wells: 104-106) 

 
4
 1st Lt. James W. Strouse, 509th Squadron.  (351st:  133) 

 
5
 2

nd
 Lt. Robert H. Saltsman, 509th Squadron.  (351st: 131) 

 
6
 Most likely the Ju 88G, a twin-engine night fighter designed to intercept Bomber Command's Halifaxes 

and Lancasters.  In response to the threat of the Eighth Air Force's daylight raids, the Luftwaffe drew upon 

its night fighter force to subsidize its day fighters.  Generally slower and less maneuverable than the day 

fighters, these night fighters fancied stalking a bomber stream and picking off stragglers as they fell out of 

formation.  When equipped with cannons or rockets, these interceptors would discharge their weapons 

beyond the range of the B-17's .50 mm machine guns.  (Levine: 84; 100; Rand McNally: 242) 

 



 

July 27, 1943 

 

Doc Turner 

 

No mission today; group took a rest.  Slept ‘til noon.  Athletics.  Slept before 

supper.  Went to Peterborough with Doug and Bill, intending to see a movie.  What a 

surprise!  Met Art Bryant, a classmate; haven't seen him since Boise, March, 1943.  Also, 

met his friends, Rita Martin and Monica Crompton.  Art gave me this news: "Doc" 

Turner [was] shot down; hardly a chance that he is alive.  Also, Baker and Dillon, 

classmates, are shot down.  Doc went down [on] June 15 or 25, his first raid.7  Had tea at 

Monica's home, swell folks.  Home in time for one hour's sleep before [the] mission.  A 

clear and del. hot day.   

 

July 28, 1943 

 

Second Mission8 
 

Up at 0300.  Breakfast.  Briefing, 0400.  Ten 500-pound demo bombs.  [Target]: 

Kassel.  Take off, 0745.  We were lead group, low squadron, and our ship was tail-end 

Charlie.9 Flew with Maginnis's crew, Bill and I together.  Weather, very bad; reached 

[the] German coast and turned back.  A few puffs of flak10 were
i
 seen, that was all.  Wing 

HQ11 would not credit us with a mission.  Two hours on O2.  Altitude: 27,000 feet.  Very 

                                                           
7
 On June 25, 1943, 167 heavy bombers sent to raid Hamburg and Bremen set upon secondary targets, 

targets of opportunity in northwest Germany, when they found those cities covered in clouds.  The Eighth 

Air Force did not visit the Continent on June 15.  (CC: 146; 149) 

 
8
 On July 28th, Gen. Anderson sent 302 heavy bombers to raid aircraft production targets at Kassel, an 

engine factory, and Oscherleben, a FW-190 manufacturing plant.  Never before had the Eighth stabbed so 

deep into the heart of Germany.  Mother Nature did not aid the Mighty Eighth in its crusade; clouds and fog 

forced the majority of heavies to abort over the Low Countries, including the twenty-one B-17s put up by 

the 351st Bomb Group.  Nevertheless, forty-nine Fortresses continued on to Kassel, where continued cloud 

cover weakened their efforts.  The twenty-eight crews that reached Oscherleben, less than one hundred 

miles from the capital of Hitler's empire, achieved far greater results, wiping out an entire month's turnout 

on the ground. 

The reduced forces that penetrated German airspace fell under heavy attack by the German Air 

Force.  Twenty-two "Queens" were lost, mostly from the Oscherleben task force.  Greater losses were 

avoided when P-47s rigged with drop tanks surprised the Luftwaffe pilots.  The heroic efforts of the 

Thunderbolts on this mission provided further evidence that a long-range fighter would greatly facilitate the 

POINTBLANK operations.  (C&C, vol. 2: 678-679; CC: 166; 351st: 11; Coffey: 242; Levine: 93) 

 
9
 See Appendix F. 

 
10

 From the German term for antiaircraft cannon, FLieger Abwehr Kanone, this term refers to surface-to -air 

projectiles designed to protect a target on the ground.  (USAFD: 207)  

 
11

 The 351st Bomb Group was a unit of the First Bombardment Wing.  In September of 1943, the First 

Bombardment Wing became the First Bombardment Division.  The First Bombardment Wing/Division 

headquarters was located at Brampton Grange.  (C&C, vol. 2: 645; 647) 

 



tired and hot as hell in the afternoon; couldn't sleep much.  Went to Peterborough [for a] 

dance and home by 2330 and back to bed again.  Loading tonight.  Letters from Amy, 

Frank and Chick; wonderful letter from Amelia, did my heart good.  A clear and hot 

day.  Met another Sayreville boy, Chet Starzynski.12  [Eighth Air Force changed their 

decision and counted this mission.] 

 

July 29, 1943 

 

Third Mission13 
 

Up at 0200.  Hot day.  Breakfast, one egg and pancakes.  Briefing at 0230.  Takeoff, 

0610.  Flight time: approximately 0600 hours.  [Target:] Kiel!!  Landed at 

1215.  Dropped sixteen 250-pound British incendiary bombs.  This was my first real, full 

of action, mission.  Flak was heavy over Kiel and [we] had about fifty to seventy-five 

fighters attacking us.  Saw Ju 88s, Me 109s, and Me 110s.14  We were low group.  Flew 

with Maginnis's crew, Bill, Harvey and I together.  I personally scared away a Ju 88 from 

continuing his nose attack from twelve o'clock.15  One navigator from [the] 508th 

Squadron [was] killed;16 three of Tynan's enlisted men were hit by flak, not serious.  My 

pilot, Doug, his first raid; Benson also flew.  Flight was ninety-five percent over 

water.  City was smoke screened by smudge pots.  Quite a number of fighters were shot 

down.17  No planes lost from our group.  More scared of flak than fighters.18  Very tired; 

                                                           
12

 S/Sgt. Chester J. Starzynski, 509th Squadron.  (351st: 133) 

 
13

 After the costly excursions deep into Germany earlier in the week, Eighth Air Force strategists decided to 

concentrate on targets near the North Sea.  The long water routes plotted to the Kriegsmarinewerft 

submarine yards at Kiel and the Heinkel plant at Warnemunde afforded the 249 heavy bombers ordered to 

those targets a significant measure of protection.  Interceptors had less time to prepare for the bombers' 

arrival and usually hesitated to pursue them out over the ocean.  Seventeen out of the twenty B-17s 

contributed by the 351st for this sally attacked Kiel with seventy-four other Fortresses.   

Flying through an intense antiaircraft barrage, the American bombardiers scored superb hits on the 

target.  An assortment of fifty to sixty fighters greeted the Triangle "J" "Queens" after they completed their 

bomb run, but they failed to knock any birds down.  Ten Eighth Air Force bombers did not return to 

England on the 29th.  (351st: 11; C&C, vol. 2: 681; 847; CC: 166; Levine: 82; 93) 

 
14

 The Me 110s, like the Ju 88s, were twin-engine night fighters impressed into service as day 

fighters.  (Coffey: 36-37; Rand McNally: 220) 

 
15

 German pilots found head on attacks on B-17s to be very effective.  The fighters reduced their exposure 

to the Fortress's guns and increased their chances of hitting the pilots, engines and fuel tanks when 

attacking from the nose.  In general, the navigator and bombardier manning the nose guns had a minimum 

of gunnery training and thus presented less of a threat to the interceptors.  Also, the defenders hoped to 

distract the bombardiers on the bomb run and ruin his aim.  The risks involved in hurtling directly towards 

an oncoming B-17 did give many German flight officers pause.  (C&C, vol. 2: 265; Levine: 81)  

 
16

 2
nd

 Lt. Robert J. Roessler, 508th Squadron (KIA) (351st: 101) 

 
17

 Harris and Harbour note that eight fighters were shot down, one was probably destroyed and thirteen 

were strafed.  (351st: 11) 

 
18

 Antiaircraft fire presented a dazzling and deadly fireworks show for American airmen soaring over the 

Third Reich.  The mere sight of flak bursts could unnerve most men; anti-aircraft fire became one of the 



on O2 for three hours at 26,000 feet.  Slept before supper.  Letters from home and Lt. 

C.M. Stata.  A RAF Tiger Moth19 crashed over [the] runway, killing two American RAF 

boys.ii 

 

July 30, 1943 

 

Fourth Mission20 

 

Dear Diary:  

Your Edward was very near destined not to come back home, (England), to fill in this 

page or any other pages.  Events: Up at 0200.  Briefing at 0230.  Almost missed 

breakfast.  [Altitude]: 26,500 feet.  High group, but, tail-end Charlie in [the] 

squadron.  [Target]: Kassel.  Ten 500-pound demos.  Six-and-a-half hour flight over 

Belgium and, on [the] way back, over Holland.  Account: Forty minutes before [reaching 

the] target, [the] #4 engine [went] out; pulling fifty inches of H21 and still trailed 

behind.  Coming in over Belgium, the wing was hit by a few dozen FW 190s.  We drove 

them off.  Heavy flak along [the] route and especially over Kassel.  Hit [the] target, huge 

smoke billows.  Then, [we had] the hard time keeping up with [the] formation for two 

hours.  Just before crossing [the] Holland coast, swarms of FW 190s hit us from all 

sides.22  We were straggling.  Maginnis had to feather another engine.  Lack of gas; no 

                                                                                                                                                                             

most dreaded aspects of daylight air combat.  One 93rd Bomb Group veteran summed up the general 

attitude toward flak as such, "I can say with truth that I'd rather face fighter than flak.  A fighter you can do 

something about, but flak you can't."  (Reynolds: 286; Wells: 43-44; 66) 

 
19

 The deHavilland Tiger Moth was a bi-plane used by the RAF in pilot training.  (Rand McNally: 339) 

 
20

 Blitz Week closed with a second foray against the aircraft manufacturing plants at Kassel.  186 B-17s left 

England and 134 arrived at Kassel to inflict significant damage on three facilities.  The sixteen out of 

twenty-one 351st Flying Fortresses that completed the mission prevailed over, "moderate but accurate 

flak."  Seventy-five fighters greeted the group's planes as they crossed back out over the Channel.  These 

interceptors made passes at the "Queens" in formations of up to eight, a tactic that the Luftwaffe developed 

especially to counter the American bomber streams.  Twelve B-17s went down over Europe on this 

excursion.  Harris and Harbour's history of the 351st Bomb Group includes an account of the events on Lt. 

Maginnis's B-17 given by T/Sgt. William Glenn that corroborates Lt. Piech's description of their horrific 

flight. 

Blitz Week cost the Eighth 105 heavy bombers, eighty-eight lost over the Continent and seventeen 

damaged beyond repair upon their return, and about one thousand experienced airmen.  Although the 

weather was cooperative in the days following the second raid on Kassel, the VIII Bomber Command did 

not resume heavy bomber operations until August 12.  The level of combat ready aircraft had fallen below 

the maxim dictated by Gen. Eaker.  Also, six days of harrowing raids had left Gen. Anderson's crews 

mentally exhausted.   

The Eighth's inability to sustain its offensive against the German economy pointed toward the 

need for a long-range fighter escort and an adequately sized bomber force.  Gen. Eaker increased his 

requests for both to his boss, Gen. Arnold, in Washington.  While he waited for substantial reinforcements 

and capable escorts, Eaker resolved to keep the pressure on the Luftwaffe by attacking the factories and 

airfields that supported it whenever possible.  (351st: 11-12; 86; C&C, vol. 2: 677; 681-682; 847; Coffey: 

242; CC: 167; Levine: 93-94) 

 
21

 Mercury. 

 
22

 The Luftwaffe found that coordinated attacks on all sides were very effective against the heavily armed 



pump to transfer fuel.  Down we dove, to almost sea level.  Before that, a .20 mm shell 

burst in the oxygen bottles and knocked Bill and me for a loop.  Another tore a [hole] in 

the bomb bay and three others made huge holes in the wings.  Co-pilot's window cracked 

to pieces by a deflected
iii

 bullet.  Plane was literally filled with holes.  More trouble, [the] 

interphone system23 was practically out and very troublesome. Injuries:  

 

1.  Tail gunner, hand bloody from shrapnel and shot in [the] right leg; bleeding 

slowly.  His name is S/Sgt. Reeder,24 a good boy.  He's well.   

2.  S/Sgt. McCurdy,25 WG,
26

 seriously wounded; shot in [the] neck and back.  I 

administered most of [the] first aid.27  Bill gave him O2.   

3.  S/Sgt. Richards, WG, shrapnel, light wounds in [the] forehead and back.  He's okay.   

4.  Pilot, Maginnis, shot in [the] right thigh.  He's well.   

[5.] Top turret, T/Sgt. Glenn,28 cut up hands. 

[6.] Co-pilot [Lt.] Peterson, got a pin-point shrapnel wound in [the] arm.
Þ
 

 

T/Sgt.
ß
  Long, [in the] ball turret; Harvey at [the] radio; Bill and I in [the] nose.  Threw 

out all ammunition and waist guns; thought we were going to have to ditch.  Crossed 

[the] Channel on two engines, slow speed and flying low; barely landed on an unfinished 

runway near East Ipswich, England.  Landed finally on one engine and with only three 

minutes [of] gas left.  McCurdy [was] taken to [the] hospital with [the] others.  The rest 

staggered here and there until a home base plane came to bring us back.  #726, 

Poisonality, sits there, a total wreck.  I hope I never see that jinx ship ever no more, not at 

all again.  God, thank you for helping us to come back all in one piece.  We were lucky a 

thousandß times today.  Pilot was the hero, 250 MPH dive; also, trouble with bomb bay 

doors when diving.
 iv

 

 

July 31, 1943v 

 

Today is the birthday of: My father, 1886, fifty-seven years old.   

Two days off, rest.  Most all the airmen [have] gone to London.29  Slept twelve hours; feel 

very fine.  News came that S/Sgt. McCurdy died of his wounds; very shocked to hear 

                                                                                                                                                                             

American bombers.  First, it prevented the B-17's gunners from concentrating their fire in one 

direction.  Second, as pilots attempted to evade one attack, they turned into another attacking 

formation.  (C&C, vol. 2: 329; 666) 

 
23

 A microphone system used for person-to-person communication on board a plane.  (351st: 274) 

 
24

 S/Sgt. Daniel J. Reeder, 509th Squadron.  (351st: 130) 

 
25

 T/Sgt. Jimmy E. McCurdy, 509th Squadron (Died of wounds).  (351st: 101) 

 
26

 Waist Gunner. 

 
27

 Bombardiers pulled double duty as aircraft first aid officers. 

 
28

 T/Sgt. William A. Glenn, 509th Squadron.  (351st: 120) 

 
29

 The Eighth used passes as a form of therapy for its combat personnel after intense 

operations.  (Reynolds: 291-292) 



this.  I kept asking so manyß of [the] people in authority, especially our flight surgeon, if 

we could have done anything else to save him, because he landed okay when I saw him 

leave the airplane.
Þ
  Did odds and ends all afternoon.  Four of us, a bike ride to Lilleford; 

no nurses around.  Oundle, dance, for a short while.  Thunderstorm.  Back home before 

2400.  Four of us stayed up ‘til 0200, talking.  Letter from Chick Stata and Claire.   

 

August 1, 1943vi 

 

Up [at] 0900.  Eggs for breakfast.  Attended a Protestant service in [the] chapel with Bill 

and Doug; felt good to go to church.  Wrote letters all PM: home, Amy, [the] Statas and 

Rudy Piech.  Pass extended ‘til Monday, 2400; four of us just scrammed.  Doug, George 

and I, Lilleford Hall, to talk to some GI nurses.  Back home by 2400.  Something to eat 

before bed.  Letter from Irene.  Windy and cloudy day. 

 

August 2, 1943 

 

Windy and cloudy day.  Up at 1130.  Dinner.  Boys rode on bicycles to [the] nurses' 

home.  I decided to spend a quiet day at home.  Sent [my] laundry out.  Letter from 

Frank, an air mail letter, took ten days.  Wrote letters to Frank and 

Waldron.  Supper.  Bus to Peterborough.  Saw a movie, Hit the Ice, with Abbott and 

Costello.  Started for home early, but, [the] bus broke down.  Something to eat before 

going to bed.  Cloudy night. 

 

August 3, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Breakfast.  Dinghy and O2 lecture today.  Letter from ATS Crompton, 

MJ.  Athletics.  Supper, good.  Played poker all evening; lost fifteen lbs.  Wrote a letter to 

Crompton, MJ.  Something to eat before bed.  Bed, 2400.  Starry night.  No loading.   

 

Our Crew: 

Pilot: 1st Lt. D.L. Harris 

Co-Pilot: 2nd Lt. F.M. Werth 

Navigator: 2nd Lt. W.J. Holloway 

Bombardier: 2nd Lt. E.C. Piech 

Top Turret (Engineer): T/Sgt. W.E. Arkwright 

Radio Operator: T/Sgt. W.H. Harvey 

Ball Turret (Assistant Radio Operator): S/Sgt. Roland Benson 

Left Waist (Assistant Engineer): S/Sgt. H.D. Hall (Came with us [on] July 3, 1943.)ß 

Right Waist (Arm Gunner): Sgt. P.J.
‡
* 

Tail-Arm Gunner: S/Sgt. C.H. Simons 

* (He was takenß off [the] crew after his seventh mission; [replaced by] Alex Hartman.) 

 

August 4, 1943 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             

 



Up at 0900.  Doug and I, bomb trainer.  I checked out in code, blinker and radio.  Dinner, 

good.  Presentation of awards.  Game of volleyball with a bunch of men.  Received a 

Scooperoo magazine from the DuPont Film Lab.  Supper, good and surprising.  Doug and 

I listened to [the] club radio ‘til 8:30 PM, American Forces Network,30 good 

programs.  Wrote a letter to Pat of Missouri, thanking her for sending me her ten 

drawings; also, a V-mail letter to [the] Kandels and [the] Kuchtas.  Played poker ‘til 

0300.  Doug won one hundred lbs.  I won five lbs. for the evening. 

 

August 5, 1943 

 

Up late, again.  Weather, very unfavorable over [the] entire [sky of] England and the 

Continent; low fronts moving continually.  Spent some time in [the] S-2 room by myself 

this AM.  Dinner, good.  Didn't do much this afternoon, little odds and ends.  Some more 

rain and clouds, all day.  Played poker all evening, ‘til 0200.  What luck, won eighty-

three lbs. tonight, ($332); drew two cards to a flush and a straight; had a full house and 

four of a kind. 

 

August 6, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Shot some informal skeet.  Dinner.  Dry run in [the] afternoon for a dinghy 

movie.  Doug, Bill and I, Peterborough.  Went to [the] embassy to see a variety show; 

heard Monty Raci sing, pretty good.  Quite a few raw jokes thrown every which 

way.  Three of us, back home early, by bus.  Something before bed.  Received [an] old V-

mail from [my] brother, Frank, addressed to me at Bovingdon. 

 

August 7, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Doughnuts and coffee from [the] American
Þ
 Red Cross mobile.31  Dinghy 

movies all AM.  Dinner.  Shot some .50 caliber ammunition.  Played poker ‘til supper; 

lost fourteen lbs.  Money order for $100.  Doug, Bill and I, bus to Peterborough.  Doug 

and I [were] at a dance ‘til 11:30 PM.  Recon car back to [the] post.  Rain and clouds and 

                                                           
30

 Many Allied servicemen found the radio programs transmitted by Joseph Goebbels' Propaganda Ministry 

preferable to the lackluster entertainment on the BBC.  While very few of these men took the propaganda 

that laced these broadcasts seriously, American leaders decided that a popular alternative must be founded 

for American GIs and airmen.  On July 4, 1943, after a great deal of Anglo-American diplomatic sparring, 

the American Forces Network debuted on the airwaves, presenting a slate of programs produced in the 

United States.  (Reynolds: 167-168)  

 
31

 To bolster the morale of American troops stationed in England, US officials decided that every effort 

should be made to simulate the comforts of home.  The military struck a deal with the American Red Cross 

to reach this end.  When a serviceman was on base, the Army would take care of him with a variety of 

leisure activities, such as movies, libraries, the PX.  Once he left, the Red Cross would provide rooms, 

meals and entertainment for him.  By 1943, this system worked so smoothly that the Red Cross coordinated 

with Army officials to ensure that men receiving liberty would have rooms reserved for them in 

town.  (Reynolds: 154-157)  

 



wind, all day.  Letter from Larry Casey; he's still at Desert Center, California, awaiting 

orders for OCS.32 

 

August 8, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Lecture by Col. Hatcher.33  Our group has so far shot down the most number 

of fighters and [is in] third place for low losses in crews.  Talks by combat men that have 

found their way back from France, very interesting and hintful.  Dinner.  Light rain, all 

day.  Played poker for a few hours, until [the] Captain barged in to tell us that we have a 

twenty-four hour pass, starting [at] 1500.  What a dash we made to take a shower.  Shave 

and dressed to go to London.  Bill, Doug and I, train to London from Peterborough; had 

to stand up on [the] train, so crowded.  Supper at the Trocadero.  Rooms at the Regent's 

Palace Hotel.  Doug and I shared [the] same bed; damn swell room.  Saw the Piccadilly 

Commandos.34  What a disgrace to the feminine society of England!!  [Had] a few drinks 

at [the] hotel.  Retired to [the] room early and tired.  Disgusted with London. 

 

August 9, 1943 

 

Doug and I, up at 0900.  Had an ersatz breakfast, PP.  Doug and I visited [the] city 

sites.  Met a few classmates in [the] city.  Saw Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square, 

[the] Thames, Westminster Abbey, and Scotland Yard, [the] inside itself;
Þ
 [the] House of 

Lords, del. Parliament, Hyde Park and [the] beautiful Queen Victoria monument.  Dinner; 

just a few sandwiches, tomato and cheese.  Saw a good stage production, titled Strike a 

New Note.  Resembled Hellz Apoppin'.ß35  [They]ß sang quite a few American songs, 

Yankee Doodle Dandy, Going to Get Lit Up, Mr. Five By Five, a few others.  Train back 

to home by 1800.  Peterborough by 2000.  Ate supper, very good, at [the] Allied officers' 

club.  Saw a stage production, an operetta, Choo Chin Chow of China, not so good.  Back 

to [the] post on the 2300 bus.  Into bed; loading tonight. 

 

August 10, 1943 

 

First Scrubbed 
 

Up at 0400.  Breakfast.  Briefing at 0500.  Our entire, full crew [is] scheduled to go for 

the first time.  Five 1000-pound demos.  All ready to start [the] engines when [the] 

mission [was] scrubbed; weather.  Very important target; will not write the destination 

until after we have bombed it on some other mission.  [Reserved for the target's 

name].  (Completed [the] mission [on] August 17, 1943; Schweinfurt, ball and bearing 
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 Officer Candidate School. 

 
33

 Col. William A. Hatcher was the 351st Bomb Group's original commander.  Under his guidance, the 

original group was formed on November 24, 1942.  (351st: 1) 

 
34

 Prostitutes. 

 
35

 "A 1930s NY Broadway show."
ß
 

 



plants.36  War [is] expected to be over by Xmas if [the] target is destroyed.)37  Back to bed 

from 0930 to 1400.  Doug, Fred, Harvey, Arkwright and I, two hours [of] flying, slow 

timing38 a B-17.  I acted as [the] navigator, getting credit towards a navigator's 

certificate.  Buzzed [the] American nurses' home, twice.  Supper.  Letters from 

Crompton, two V-mail letters dated June 24, Rudy and Milly.  Wrote Letter #3 to home; 

sent a $100 money order.  Also, a letter to Amy, Letter #2.  Won twenty lbs. playing 

poker ‘til 2400. 
 

August 11, 1943 

 

Up at 0930.  Doug and I, bomb trainer for one hour.  Shave.  Dinner.  Cloudy and 

scattered times of light rain all day today.  Shot skeet after dinner; kept no record, not 

enough clay pigeons.  Bought a quart of port wine from [the] officers' club.  Price: one 

lb., ($4), very good wine.  House cleaning for the next two to three hours.  Supper, very 

good.  Went alone to Peterborough to see a movie, Keeper of the Flame, very good.  The 

boys have to fly tonight; bombardier not needed.  Article in Stars and Stripes39 about our 

miraculous return from the last Kassel raid, July 30.  Wrote Letter #4 to home; also, 

enclosed a copy of Stars and Stripes. 

 

August 12, 1943 

 

Up at 0800.  "Shadowgraph," first hour.  Breakfast.  Drew navigator's maps and read the 

Eighth Air Force Weekly Digest.  509th was down today; the remaining three squadrons 

went to the Ruhr, "Happy Valley."40 All back safely.  A few fighters, but, exceedingly 
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 In light of the problems pointed out by the Blitz Week operations, Gen. Eaker appealed to his RAF 

counterparts to intervene on his behalf in gaining more reinforcements for the Eighth.  Gen. Eaker made his 

request by proxy in a telegram sent by Harris to Portal during a CCS meeting.  The Bomber Command 

chief urged a build-up of air forces in England and an end to distractions from the CBO plan, claiming that 

only these reforms could, "push Germany over by bombing this year."  Portal persuaded the CCS, but he 

indicated to Eaker that a decisive blow must be struck against the German war machine promptly.  Eaker 

believed that the ball-bearing plants at Schweinfurt would inflict the desired level of injury.  He set the date 

for August 10, but the mission was ruled out by poor flying weather.  (Coffey: 256-258) 
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 One of the pillars of AAF combat crew morale was the firm faith in the nature of their mission held by 

most airmen.  They believed that the daylight bombing approach, in coordination with the Combined 

Bomber Offensive, "would play an important, if not the most important, part in winning the war."  (Wells: 

98) 
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 Flying with an engine, either new or repaired, running below a defined RPM to acclimate it to 

serviceable status.  (USAFD: 476) 
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 Established in April of 1942, the Stars and Stripes used front line war correspondents and articles written 

by men in the field to deliver news to the average soldier from their point of view.  While it served as the 

US Armed Forces newspaper, it was far from a rubber stamp publication, often printing criticisms of 

military life and leadership, including Bill Mauldin's cartoons.  (AW: 765) 

 
40

 The wartime nickname for the Ruhr, derived from the massive amount of antiaircraft guns accumulated 

there.  (USAFD: 245) 

 



heavy flak.  They flew as high as 30,000 feet.41  Letter from Amelia, July 8th, and Sister 

Milly.  Athletics at 1530.  Sgt. P.J.
‡
 [is] back with us, after a day and night [of] 

sulking.  Wrote a V-mail to Larry Casey, an air mail to Marty Dux and Letter #3 to 

Amelia Sack.  Loading tonight.  Bed by 2130.  Weather trouble; no mission. 

 

August 13, 1943 

 

Up at 1015.  Doug and I, bomb trainer, one hour.  Dinner, good.  Athletics, 

1530.  Shower and shave.  Supper.  Doug, Bill and I, bus to Peterborough.  Saw a movie 

together, a very comical picture, Crystal Ball.  Back to [the] post by 2300.  Doug and I 

checked [the] weather.  Something to eat before bed.  [Our]ß sergeants bought nine eggs 

for us.  West wind; cloudy night.  No loading or anything. 

 

August 14, 1943 

 

Up at 0845.  Two
†
 eggs for breakfast; whoopee!!  "Shadowgraph" and a naval 

identification lecture this AM.  Read before dinner.  Group practice mission all 

afternoon.  Flew for three hours, fifty minutes, [at] 10,000 feet.  Entire wing [was] in 

operation.  Shower and shave.  Our crew, [the] officers, [were] invited to the 509th 

officers' briefing room, Leimbeck's room.  What a time; all of us got three-fourths drunk, 

even me.  Had a straight scotch and a rum Coke.  Party.  Slept [for] two hours before 

going to [the] club; had to sober up.  Had a swell time, dancing and fooling around.  Over 

at 2300.  Had three hard boiled eggs; prepared them in our room, over [the] stove; stole 

them from [the] mess hall.  Bed, 0400. 

 

August 15, 1943 

 

Fifth Mission:42 Air Medal43 
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 Four formations totaling 243 Flying Fortresses, out of 330 dispatched, raided targets in the Ruhr Valley 

at Bochum, Bonn, Gelsenkirchen and Recklinghausen.  Fourteen out of the twenty-one bombers dispatched 

by Col. Hatcher headed towards an oil refinery at Gelsenkirchen, but were forced to bomb a blast furnace at 

Bochum instead.  Harris and Harbour's account of the mission places greater emphasis on the fighter 

resistance, which persisted until P-47s arrived for withdrawal support.  The Eighth lost twenty-five planes 

for its efforts in the Ruhr on August 12.  (351st: 12-13; C&C, vol. 2: 682; 847; CC: 173) 

 
42

 After the losses sustained over the Ruhr, the Eighth stayed within the protective range of the 

Thunderbolts and Spitfires at its disposal.  Eighteen 351st B-17s (one dispatched plane did not complete the 

mission) contributed to a force of over 300 heavy bombers that raided Luftwaffe fields in occupied Western 

Europe.  Col. Hatcher ordered his crews to attack the airbase at Brussels, but they targeted the airfield at 

Flushing instead.  Harris and Harbour record less flak resistance than Lt. Piech, but they concur that the 

only planes in the skies over Belgium during the sortie had AAF markings on their wings.  (351st: 13; 

C&C, vol. 2: 682; 847; CC: 174) 

 
43

 Under the influence of Chief of Staff Gen. George Marshall, the entire Army decoration system was 

geared towards fast and frequent recognition of heroism and laudable conduct in combat.  Awards were 

seen as a significant boost to morale.  The Air Medal, or an oak leaf cluster, was awarded to a combat 

veteran after completing five to six missions.  It is interesting to note that an airman's chances for surviving 

his tour increased significantly after he completed his first five missions.  (Wells: 103; 152-153)  

 



 

Up at 1235.  British time, one hour back.  Briefing at 1530.  Short hop to 

Belgium.  Bombed a few farmhouses near Flushing Air Field.  The entire wing was 

SNAFU; poor weather.  Flew low group and at 17,200 [feet].  No fighters; heavy 

flak.  Strong winds on [the] way back.  Fighters, P-47s, escort on [the] way back.  Four 

hour mission.  We flew as a spare ship.  First mission as a full crew;vii everything 

copesetic.  Steak for supper, 2100.  Tired as hell.  Bed, 2200.  Full moon.  Movies [were] 

taken of our crew getting into a truck.44 

 

August 16, 1943 

 

Sixth Mission45 
 

Up at 0230.  Breakfast, eggs.  Briefing, 0300.  [Were the] second ship to takeoff.  Short, 

five hour hop to [Le] Bourget Air Field, Paris, France.  Bombs, damn good.  High 

group.  Saw a lot of dogfights46 at twelve o'clock high.  P-47 escort over and Spitfires 

across [the] Channel.  Flak, very light.  Everything okay, thank God.  Flew as a whole 

crew.  Landed at 1115.  Movies [were] taken of us as we got [out] of [the] truck.  Steak 

for dinner, damn good.  Slept all afternoon.  Hawkins, Bullock and Hart flew down to see 

us.  They're in the 305th Group.  Shower and shave.  Supper, not so good.  #5 V-mail to 

home and #4 V-mail to Amy.  Bed, early.  Loading tonight.  Very tired; drank a glass of 

wine, so as to go to sleep.  Bought one quart [of] rum and wine. 

 

August 17, 1943 

 

Seventh Mission: Schweinfurt47 
                                                           
44

 Possibly, this footage was taken as part of Clark Gable's Combat America. 

 
45

 All twenty-one Fortresses dispatched by the 351st bombed the Le Bourget Airfield with the other 148 

VIII Bomber Command aircraft ordered to that target.  (351st: 13; C&C, vol. 2: 847; CC: 175) 

 
46

 Aerial confrontations between opposing fighters characterized by death-defying maneuvers and daring 

acrobatics.  (USAFD: 173) 
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 On the first anniversary of its heavy bomber operations in the United Kingdom, the Eighth Air Force 

assembled two taskforces, totaling 315 Flying Fortresses and Liberators, for its deepest penetration into 

Germany to date.  The first task force, led by then Col. Curtis LeMay, took off for the Messerschmitt 

factories at Regensburg.  LeMay's bombers hit every important building at the target and then continued on 

to airfields in North Africa as part of an experiment in shuttle bombing.  (The lack of facilities in North 

Africa discouraged the Eighth Air Force from pursuing the concept.)   

While completing an important mission themselves, Eighth Air Force strategists had hoped that 

the Regensburg taskforce would draw the Luftwaffe's attention away from the Schweinfurt 

operation.  However, those planes remained at their bases for three hours past their intended take off time, 

due to inclement weather.  At Polebrook, twenty-eight planes, including the entire 511st Squadron, left the 

runway after the skies cleared and flew to the coast of Holland under the aegis of RAF Spitfires.  Once the 

Spitfires departed, waves of fighters, many of whom had faced the previous bomber stream, moved in and 

harassed the assembly to and from Schweinfurt, abandoning the beleaguered group only when P-47s picked 

them up as they exited Holland.  The fighters, Me 109s, Me 110s, Ju 88s and FW 190s, attacked in 

formations of three to twenty and pressed their attacks close.  The plenitude of these assaults came as a 

result of the Luftwaffe's recent reorganization of its fighter dispositions to provide the Third Reich with a 



 

Slept only two hours last night.  Up at 0230.  Breakfast, eggs.  Briefing, 0330.  Well, this 

was it, that suicide raid way into Germany, [the] ball and bearing factories at 

Schweinfurt.  Ground fog held us up for five hours.  Take off, 1200.  Flight time: seven-

and-a-half hours.  Four hours on O2.  Bomb load: five 1000-pound demos.
Þ
  Spit48 escort 

a few miles in and [they] saved our neck on [the] way back from Germany.  Hundreds of 

FW 190s hit us as soon as we hit Europe.  It was pitiful the way the "Queens" peeled off 

like leaves.  The low group from the left wing was hit horribly; saw B-17s slow roll, 

break up into flames, engines and wings on fire.  Suicide, that's what it was.  Only the 

grace of God saved us.  Fought fighters for one hour on [the] way in, one-and-a-half 

hours on [the] way out.  Two big holes in [the] nose and one in [the] top 

turret.  Arkwright [was] hit in [the] head; [was] okay after a spell.  I saved Bill from 

passing out for lack of oxygen.
ß
  viii [He looked ashen and acted "dopey."  His O2 hose had 

become disconnected during the air attack.]ß Ball turret trouble; also, [trouble with the] 

top turret.  My left center nose gun went out.  Flew in #120, Gremlin's Delight.  The 

group missed our target, SNAFU.  #4 engine cut out.  del.  Very tired.  Eighth Army Air 

Force
Þix lost sixty B-17s or more; our group lost none.  Celebrated in our room, rum, 

wine, scotch, etc. 
 

August 18, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  Dinner.  Cleaned my second gun.  Whole crew out to [the] ship for a dinghy 

drill and how to load [the] ball turret.  Athletics.  Reported to Col. Burns49 to explain the 

shooting of my .45 caliber [pistol on]ß the night of our last party.  He only laughed and 

said, "Don't do it again."  Conversations in Doug and George's room until supper.  Very 

proud of [the] entire crew, except [for] one, [our] RW gunner.  Maybe after a few more 

raids, he will become one of us; [I] hope so.  Supper.  Doug, Bill and I, 

Peterborough.  del.
‡
 Bill saw a movie and I saw a very, very, very poor and corny, what 

they called a musical comedy, Belle of New York;
x
 disgusting singing and 

dancing.  Home on [the] 2300 bus.  Beautiful moon and stars.  Late evening 

                                                                                                                                                                             

"defense in depth."  As fighters from one field broke off contact, fighters from the next field would engage 

the Flying Fortresses, giving the other squadrons a chance to refuel and prepare to attack the formation on 

its return flight. 

Despite this resistance, the bombers reached Schweinfurt and made eighty-six hits on the two 

main ball bearing factories.  The gunners of the 351st shot down twenty-five fighters (two probables) and 

damaged twenty-one.  The group declared the bomb hits to be "excellent."  Sixty Eighth Air Force 

"Queens," including two from the 351st, fell to the enemy, thirty-six from the Regensburg taskforce and 

twenty-four from the Schweinfurt group.  These losses spurred Eaker to press his superiors for more long-

range P-38s and drop tanks to expand the range of his P-47 Thunderbolts.  However, since the supply of 

new and replacement aircraft and personnel was steadily increasing by this time, Eaker persisted in his 

philosophy that massive formations could keep the pressure on the German war machine alone until the 

fighters arrived.  (351st: 13; Airwar (TV): 173-183; C&C, vol. 2: 682-687; CC: 176; Coffey: 1-90; 259-268; 

Flying Fortress: 129-133; Overy: 121; Sherry: 157-158) 
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 Spitfire. 

 
49

 Col. Robert W. Burns, 351st HQ.  (351st: 115) 

 



conversations in Doug's room ‘til 0200, talking mostly about our suicide raid.  Supposed 

to be loading, but, I have my doubts. 

 

August 19, 1943 

 

Eighth Mission50 

 

Slept ‘til 1100.  Surprise mission; only three crews out of each squadron were 

picked.  We were one.  Briefing at 1300.  Take off, 1530.  Bomb load: twenty-four one 

hundred-pound demos.  Only a small task [force] went over this PM.  P-47 cover in and 

out of [the] target.  Target was an airfield in Holland, Gilze-Rijen.  The whole outfit was 

SNAFU, more or less, too rushed, and everyone classed this as a milk run, but, like hell, 

we almost get our ears shot off.  Fighters were aplenty and, three times, they attacked our 

plane.  Our group missed [the] target.  [The] other group couldn't see the target the first 

time, so, the whole formation made a 360º turn to make a second pass over the target; 

suicide.  Boy, was the flak heavy and accurate!!  Then, the FWs and ME 109s came from 

all directions.  Two came in head on, at twelve o'clock, from [the] sun,
Þ
 and I believe I 

killed one pilot, because he could have blown us to hell.  Tail-gunner Simmons then blew 

up the plane as it passed under.  Quite tired and disgusted.  Bed, early, 2300.  Loading 

tonight.  Supposed to be another late PM mission. 

 

August 20, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  Slept very good; feel quite rested.  Mission scrubbed; bad weather, winds 

coming from the south.  Lt. Col. Hatcher was made a full colonel today.  Lecture by the 

Colonel to all of us combat officers.  What a day; got five letters, one from Tessie 

Kuchta, [my] cousin, Rudy and Harriet and Irene.  Loafed all afternoon, just thinking 

about everything under the sun.  Supper.  Bought two pints of wine and one of 

rum.   Wrote Letter #6 to home.  V-mail to Tessie.  George, S/Sgt. Simmons and I spent 

the evening chewing the fat.  Bed, 0200.  Raining tonight.  What a relief; means that we 

won't have any mission tomorrow.  [I] hope not. 

 

August 21, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  Read Stars and Stripes and Yank Magazine.51  Dinner.  No mail.  Rested 

after dinner.  Treated my troublesome ear with drops and heat packs.  Don't want to go to 
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 In an effort to conserve its losses after the Regensburg-Schweinfurt massacre, the VIII Bomber 

Command limited its operations to the occupied West, within the Thunderbolt's range, until September 

6.  Of the 170 heavy bombers dispatched by the Eighth on August 19, only ninety-three attacked the 

airfields at Gilze-Rijen and Flushing, Belgium.  The mission resulted in five losses.  Seven out of nine B-

17s from Polebrook struck Gilze-Rijen as part of a composite group.  After one unsuccessful pass over the 

target, the formation turned for another run, which the fighter escorts could not support.  Devoid of its 

"little friends," the composite group attracted twenty-five FW 190s and Me 109s, which beset the 

Fortresses from head on and from the tail end.  Rocket bearing Ju 88s also harassed the formation.  Five 

fighters fell to the B-17s' gunners.  (351st: 13-14; 86; C&C, vol. 2: 687; 848; CC: 177; Levine: 102) 

 
51

 Intended for enlisted men rather than officers, Yank featured photo-stories with a documentary quality 

captured by the enlisted photographers employed by the magazine.  (AW: 905) 



[the] hospital for fear of being grounded [for] too long.  Ears do not bother me on any 

missions.  Six P-47s visited our field.  Shower and shave.  Supper, poor.  Doug, Bill and 

I, bus to Peterborough.  Saw a lieutenant OD, an American, all beat up and bloody as a 

result of a bad spill with his motorcycle; made my stomach feel bad.  Went to [the] town 

hall dance; danced mostly with a nice English young lady, Betty Shaw.  Missed [the] 

2330 bus by a few minutes; called up Polebrook for a truck.  Home, 0100.  Stars out 

tonight.  No loading tonight, thank God. 

 

August 22, 1943 

 

Up at 1045.  Doug and I attended [the] Protestant church service.  Dinner.  Slept all 

afternoon.  Wrote a letter to Pvt. M.J. Crompton.  Supper.  Supposed to have [the] 

presentation of medals this afternoon, but, it rained.  Doug, Bill, Fred and I went to 

Peterborough.  Had a date with Betty
xi

 Shaw; saw a movie.  Came home early.  Bed, 

2430.  Starry night. 

 

August 23, 1943 

 

Up at 0915.  Doug and I had bomb trainer [practice].  Briefing for a practice mission; 

flight plan [is] very near Ireland.  Flight time: four-and-a-half hours.
Þ
  [Altitude:] 21,000 

feet.  Cold as hell up in [the] nose.  Didn't drop any bombs, two 500-pound [demos]; 

overcast.  Landed at 1830.  Supper.  No mail.  Stayed in [the] room all night.  Loading 

tonight.  Letter from Charles Dux; also, a news bulletin from [the] laboratory.  This is 

something new in the Film Plant, started with [the] month of July, a monthly, gabby 

pamphlet, called,
†
 Scooperoo.  Harry Barber was chosen as the one this month. 

 

August 24, 1943 

 

Ninth Mission52 
 

Up at 0130.  Briefing at 0230.  Cloudy day.  Mission to [the] airfield at Villacoublay, 

Paris, [was] scrubbed just a few minutes before take off.  Ate three eggs and fried Spam 

before going back to bed at 0700.  Slept ‘til 1030.  Whole crew has a two-day 

pass.  About to get ready for London when Capt. Richardson asked me to be 

Omohundro's53 bombardier on this afternoon's mission; reward: three days off.  No other 

bombardier [was] available, so, I accepted.  Briefed at 1330.  Take off, 1500.  Bomb load: 

twelve 500-pound demos, 6000 pounds total.  On oxygen [for] three-and-three-quarters 

                                                                                                                                                                             

 
52

 The Eighth sent 110 bombers to attack the Focke-Wulf factory at Villacoublay on August 24th, 

capitalizing on its July 14th raid on this facility.  Eighty-six B-17s completed the mission.  Harbour and 

Harris record that sixteen out of twenty-two 351st B-17s bombed an airfield at Villacoublay.  Other 

sources, however, state that twenty-two out of forty-two bombers struck airfields at Conches and 

Evreux/Fauville.  P-47s shielded the men from Polebrook from twenty observed fighters, allowing them to 

score hits on the airfield's hanger and workshop.  (351st: 14; 86; C&C: 687; 848; CC: 179) 

 
53

 1st Lt. Jack H. Omohundro, 509th Squadron.  (351st: 128) 

 



hours.  Total flying time: five hours.  Over enemy territory: one-and-a-half hours.  P-47 

escort was beautiful, all the way in and out.  Our group flew [in] very poor formation; 

lead group, high squadron.  Bomb hits [were] okay.  Cloudy [as] hell over France.  Had 

the GIs.54  All hell broke loose in my pants when [the] let down from 23,000 feet was 

begun.  Shower and
Þ
 changed [my] clothing in time for interrogation.  Only one fighter 

made a head on attack on our ship.  Went to bed early, with a headache.  #1 Letter from 

home just before take off.xii 

 

August 25, 194355 

 

On Pass 
 

Slept very good last night.  Up at 1030.  Dinner.
Þ
  Washed my winter underwear and 

socks.  Cleaned two pairs [of] green pants, two ties and one pink shirt in one hundred 

[percent] octane gasoline; good results.  Cleaned [the] guns just before dinner.  Feeling 

okay.  Will go to London tomorrow morning.  Watch, fixed; crystal [was] put in by a 

staff sergeant from the instrument shop.  He used Plexiglas; took the glass from my B-17 

nose [that was] broken on the Schweinfurt raid.  V-mail from Tessie Kuchta.  Messed 

around in my room; filled [the] coal and wood box.  Supper, late.  Loading tonight, but, 

not for our crew; we're on pass.  Wrote letters all evening: 

 

1. Letter to [the] finance officer [at] Walla Walla, Washington, relative to my allotment. 

2. V-mail to Charlie Dux 

3. Air mail to home, Letter #7 

 

August 26, 1943 

 

Up at 0830.  The crews took off on a short mission over [the] Channel.  Did not leave 

[the] vicinity of [the] field, on account of rain and bad weather.  Ate breakfast.  Rained all 

morning.  Wrote an air mail letter to the Analytical Boys, thanking them for sending me 
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 Gastro-intestinal; diarrhea or incontinence. 

 
55

 The preparatory phase of Operation: STARKEY, the mock invasion of Pas de Calais, began on August 

25.  Strategists hoped that this feint would coax the Wehrmact into defending that sector and discourage the 

relocation of units to the Eastern Front.   RAF Fighter Command, with temporary jurisdiction over all 

Allied air units, planned to further the illusion by organizing an air campaign in the region to suggest an 

imminent assault.  Fighter Command anticipated that its campaign would goad the Luftwaffe into battle and 

impose significant losses on Goring's squadrons.   

Gen. Eaker, supported by Gen. Devers, objected to the plan's extensive use of heavy bombers and 

escorts.  Fighter Command conceded to the Americans' protests by allowing the VIII Bomber Command to 

continue its strategic bombing campaign with commensurate fighter support, provided that the heavies 

would bomb Luftwaffe installations and aircraft factories in Pas de Calais when weather conditions 

precluded other sorties.  Although he saw STARKEY as a drain on his precision bombing operations, 

Eaker consented to this arrangement, as it would also aid in the prosecution of POINTBLANK.  The 

Eighth's heavy bombers conducted five missions in support of STARKEY during the preparatory phase, 

August 25 through September 8, which may account for the completed and scrubbed missions mentioned in 

the entries for August 26, 28, 30, 31 and September 2, 3, 4, 7.  (C&C, vol. 2: 688-689; CC: 179; Coffey: 

265-264) 

 



[the] issues of Scooperoo.  1250 train to London, in [the] rain, a crowded train.  My boys 

have left their rooms.  Got a room at the Regent's Palace Hotel at Piccadilly, a swell 

room.  Saw a movie, Mr. Lucky, very comical and good.  Tried a Lifelong 

novelty.  Drank three double scotches and ate six sandwiches in [the] hotel dining room, 

all by myself; enjoyed it tremendously.  Bed, 0100, slept good. 

 

August 27, 1943 

 

Up at 1030.  Short breakfast in [the] hotel dining room.  1250 train to Aldershot to see 

M.J. Crompton, [who] couldn't get off from work ‘til 1745.  Meantime, saw a movie, two 

British pictures, terrible.  Tea time; a few hours [of] talk, a few drinks and 

sandwiches.  Met a bunch of Scotch cadets, Belgian and Canadian, also, nice boys.  Train 

for London, 1014.  Glass of beer before retiring, 2430.  Slept well.  Heard a huge RAF 

force go "over" tonight, about three hours of passing.  Starry night.  PS: They blasted the 

hell out of Nuremberg!! 

 

August 28, 1943 

 

Up at 0930.  Checked out of [the] Regent's Palace Hotel.  Train to Peterborough at 

1010.  Rain, drizzle type, all day.  Missed dinner at [the] post.  Lost one crew, 508th 

Squadron, Jack Suit,56 a good friend of ours, as a result of yesterday's PM raid over 

France.57  351st was flying low group; PP fighter protection.58  Bought two quarts of port 

wine; they cost thirty shillings.  Stimulus typhoid and small pox shot today; sore arm all 

evening.  Letters from Pat Speck, Elsie Brown, Frank, Crompton and Waldron.  Doug, 

Bill and I, Peterborough.  I saw a movie, Desperadoes, good.  Doug went to a 

dance.  Bed, 0200, after chewing the fat for hours in Doug's room.   

 

August 29, 1943 

 

Up at 10:30 AM.  Attended a Protestant church service from
xiii

 10:45 AM to 11:30 AM, 

very good.  Dinner, steak, very "G."  Sore arm from [the] typhoid shot.  August 24, 

Tuesday, loaned six lbs. to Bill,59 twenty and five to Doug, (not paid), five to Art, fifteen 

[to] Simmons, (owes thirteen
†
), five to Hall.60 
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 1st Lt. William J. Suit, 508th Squadron, (KIA); two members of Suit's crew were KIA as well; five 

became POWs; one escaped.  (351st: 101) 

 
57

 The bombs of 187 B-17s rained upon the V-weapon facility under construction at Watten, France, on 

August 27.  En route to the target, Jack Suit's Flying Fortress fell victim to enemy fighters, one of four 

losses that day for the Eighth.  Aside from this tragedy, the remaining twenty-one planes completed the 

mission, despite dogged assaults by twenty to twenty five ME 109s and FW 190s near the target area.  The 

351st's gunners shot five out of the sky and damaged another fighter.  As to the results of the raid, Craven 

and Cate maintain that the hits were accurate but ineffective against the concrete installation.  Levine, on 

the other hand, asserts that, "the concrete was still wet, and it was wrecked beyond repair."  (351st: 14; 

C&C, vol. 2: 687; 848; CC: 180; Levine: 102) 

 
58

 Craven and Cate contend that the mission was, "under heavy fighter escort."  (C&C, vol. 2: 687) 

 
59

 "Paid" written over Bill's name. 



 

1. Wrote Letter #8 to home, air mail 

2. Wrote a V-mail to Lorrainexiv 

3. Wrote a V-mail to Elsie Brownxv 

4. Wrote a V-mail to Pvt. Ray Kandel, USMCxvi 

5. Wrote a letter to M.J. Cromptonxvii 

 

Loafed around all evening with the fellows.  All gathered in Doug's room; finished up the 

second quart [of] wine.  Rain this evening.   

 

August 30, 1943 

 

Scrubbed Mission 
 

Up at 0930.  Doug, Bill, George, Harvey and I had to fly a few new gunners on a gunnery 

mission over the "Wash."61  Bill worked on the G-set while I navigated by pilotage; had 

good teamwork.  Flew two hours forxviii navigator's time.  Landed at 1300 to hear of a late 

mission.  Loading: 144 twenty-pound frag bombs62 for an airfield in France; another rush 

preparation.  Took off, circled the field a few times, only to have [the] mission scrubbed; 

most likely, weather trouble.  Landed, 1815.  Supper.  Shaved and washed in a hurry and 

off to Peterborough.  Rendezvous with Betty
xix

 Shaw at the Angel Bar.  Home by 

2330.  Hopped into bed immediately because of a loading tonight.  Received two 

bulletins from Rutgers University. 

 

August 31, 1943 

 

Tenth Mission: Oak Leaf Cluster63 

 

Up at 1030.  Had a good night's sleep.  Briefing at 1115.  Bill, [my] navigator, grounded 

on account of a bad chest cold, also hospitalized, so, they told me to be the navigator and 

bombardier, with a staff sergeant gunner to take care of my twin center nose guns.  No 

trouble making out [the] flight plan; Squadron Navigator,xx Capt. Danby,64 assisted me 

                                                                                                                                                                             

 
60

 "Paid" written over Hall's name. 

 
61

 A bay north of East Anglia used by the RAF and AAF for practice missions. 

 
62

 Fragmentation bomb; a bomb that, upon detonation, shatters into many small, heavy pieces; often used in 

clusters against smaller group targets and personnel concentrations.  (USAFD: 220) 

 
63

 Heavy cloud cover spared the airfield at Romilly-sur-Seine on August 31st, forcing the VIII Bomber 

Command's 319 heavy bombers to empty their bomb bays over their secondary target.   106 Fortresses laid 

waste to the airfield at Amiens/Gilsy, including nineteen out of the twenty-one planes dispatched by the 

351st.  The strike force encountered six fighters; three beset a 351st crew, which knocked one attacker out 

of the sky.  (351st: 14; C&C: 687; CC: 182) 
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 Capt. Jack E. Danby, 509th Squadron.  (351st: 117) 

 



with all [of] the work.  Dinner.
Þ
  Low group, low squadron.  Twelve 500-pound 

demos.  Target: Romilly Airfield, France, forty miles SE65 of Paris.  Take off, 

1505.  Flight time (on O2): three hours.  Mission lasted four-and-a-half hours, from over 

[the] field.  France [was] covered with solid clouds; couldn't see [the] primary 

target.  Headed for home.  Finally, flew parallel up [the] Channel, over enemy territory, 

to blow up some airfield at Amiens.  Good bombs.  P-47 escort, beautifully carried 

out.  No attacks made by enemy fighters; were we lucky.  Also, [the] #2 engine was out 

for awhile.  Three B-17s from [the] 91st Group [were] lost just as we left [the] English 

coast.  Two collided and blew up; the third went down at that result.  Landed at 

2015.  Letter from Frank and, also, fourteen photos; happy days!!  Steak for supper.  Bed, 

2400. xxi 

 

September 1, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Cleaned my guns.  Got paid, eighteen lbs., mess bill deducted, [plus], ten 

shillings for [the] August club dues.  Dinner, very good, cooked steak.  Shower and 

shave.  Went to Kettering, [the] USA quartermasters, to buy clothing.  Had cloth fitted 

for a battle jacket.  Returned to [the] base at 1700.  Bill, still in [the] hospital.  Doug, Fred 

and I, Peterborough, after supper.  Saw a movie, Undercover, with Betty Shaw.xxii  Rainy 

weather, all day.  Willie Yee and Carlson, [43-1] classmates, [are] still okay.  They are at 

[the] 384th Bomb Group, [which] took a beating at Schweinfurt.  V-mail from Sis 

Milly.  Jerry supposedly dropped a flare over our field last night; no bombs were 

dropped.  We slept through it all.  Wrote Letter #1, September, to home.  Bed, 0230. 

 

September 2, 1943 

 

Scrubbed Mission66 
 

Up at 1000.  Doug and I, bomb trainer 'til 1130.  Dinner.  Spent a little time talking to 

Bill; he's still laid up in [the] hospital [with] a bad cold.  Briefing, 1400.  Fragmentation 

bombs, 144, twenty pounds each, to be strewn over two French airfields near Paris.  Take 

off, 1600.  On O2: three hours.  Mission to last four hours.  We were tail-end Charlie, 

high group.  [Altitude:] 25,000 feet.  509th Squadron stood down; weather, very 

terrible.  Got as far as the zero hour, 1800, leaving [the] English coast, and turned 

back.  Glad to turn back, because we had trouble in two engines.  #120 is grounded for a 

day or so.  Right Waistxxiii Gunner P.J.
‡
 felt nervous and didn't go with us today.  Lt. G. 

Hornick,67 Maginnis's navigator, took Bill's place.  Good supper.  Cleaned [the] 

guns.  Ready for bed by 2200.  Loading tonight.  Letters from Frank, Letter #4, 8/24, 

[the] Sunday Times clipping of me, and Irene, 8/15/43. 
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 Southeast. 
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 319 Flying Fortresses, including twenty from Polebrook, took off to bomb airfields in France.  Only 

thirty-four B-17s passed through the clouds to complete the mission.  (351st: 14; C&C, vol. 2: 848; CC: 

183)  
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 2
nd

 Lt. George Hornick, Jr., 509th Squadron.  (351st: 122) 

 



 

September 3, 1943 

 

Eleventh Mission68 
 

See September 5th for [the] reference to Alex Hartman.  Up at 

0130.  Breakfast.  Briefing, 0230.  Bomb load: twelve 500-pound demos.  Altitude: 

24,000 [feet].  High group, low squadron, tail-end Charlie.  On O2: four hours.  Flight 

time: five-and-a-half hours.  Hornick took Bill's place again as navigator.  P-47s gave us 

perfect cover to [the] target, Romilly Airfield, France.  Noß protection back to 

England.  Our wing fought off two attack[s], one to and from [the] target.  Target area 

[was] very much covered with clouds; piss
xxiv

 poor bomb hits.  Light flak [for] the entire 

mission.  We lost eight B-17s for the entire day; saw three go down out of our wing, del. 

one ditch.  Pretty goddamn tired after landing.  Mail came late; did not get a chance to 

receive [mine].  Slept only a few hours after dinner.  Supper was okay.  Cleaned [the] 

guns.  Bull shitting in Doug's room until 2230.  Bed, because of a loading tonight.  Jerry 

dropped another flare tonight, half a mile away. 

 

September 4, 1943 

 

Scrubbed Mission.  Jeff Born. 
 

Up at 0230.  Breakfast.  Briefing, 0330.  Lead group, lead element.  P-47s, to and 

fro.  Altitude: 23,000 feet.
Þ
  Flight time: four-and-a-half hours.  On O2: three 

hours.  Target: same as yesterday, Romilly Airfield, France.  Mission scrubbed just a few 

seconds before [the] start [of the] engines.  God damned, I really wanted to get this one 

over with.  To bed by 0800.  Up at 1100.  Dinner.  Oiled [the] guns.  No PM 

mission.  Letter from Marty Dux.  Wrote Letter #2 to home.  Frankfurters for 

supper!!  Boy, were they good!!!  Went to Peterborough to see Shaw; saw a movie, 

Thunderbird, fair.  Home on [the] 2300 bus.  Fried hot dogs in Doug's room.  Bed, 

0130.  Rudy and Harriet, as of 2:00 PM, are [the] proud parents of a seven-pound, seven-

ounce, blonde, blue eyed rascal, Jeffrey Lawrence Piech, in St. Agnes Hospital, 

Baltimore, Maryland.
Þ
 

 

September 5, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Doug and I attended a Protestant church service this AM.  Dinner, very 

good, steak, whole potatoes,
Þ
 tomatoes and ice cream.  Rainy weather, all day.  Wrote 

two V-mail letters, one to Tessie Kuchta and [the] second to Marty Dux.  Sgt. P.J.,
‡
 our 
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 After a four-day reprieve, the Romilly-sur-Seine airfield sustained extensive damage from a 140-plane 

formation that included seventeen 351st B-17s.  The 351st Bomb Group accounted for two of the twenty-

eight aborts on this mission.  Col. Hatcher's men confronted twenty-five of the Luftwaffe fighters that 

responded to the assault, destroying three and damaging an equal number.  Fighters engaged the bomber 

stream en route, above the target and on the return flight; in addition, the Fortresses flew through flak 

ranging from light to moderate in intensity.  Four Eighth Air Force planes went down on the September 3rd 

sally.  (351st: 14; C&C, vol. 2: 687; 848; CC: 183) 

 



former right waist gunner, has asked to be grounded because of his combat fears.69  He is 

no longer on our crew, as of two days ago.  S/Sgt. Hartman is our new right waist 

gunner.  He flew his first mission, and it was with us, on September 3; he did okay and is 

a good boy.  P.J.
‡
 quit after his seventh raid.  Loading tonight.  Bed at 2100.  Wrote a V-

mail to Rudy and Harriet before bed.  Slept good. 

 

September 6, 1943 

 

Twelfth Mission70 
 

Up at 0200.  Breakfast.  Briefing at 0230.  Another penetration into Germany!!  Lead 

group.  [Altitude:] 17,000 [feet], then, 25,000 [feet] over [the] target, and back to 17,000 

[feet].  Bomb load: ten 500-[pound] demos.  On O2: five hours.  Flight: six hours, thirty 

minutes, from [the] base.  Target: a magneto factory in southwest Germany, 

Stuttgart.  We flew in #120, Gremlin's Delight, #2 position off [the] wing leader, Col. 

Hatcher.  No escort going in.  Enemy fighters, nothing comparable to
xxv

 the Schweinfurt 

raid; encountered only a few going in and out.  Clouds, all the way in and out.  Target 

[was] covered with clouds.  Came one hour too early.  Bombed [our] last resort at 

Strasbourg, a marshaling yard; blew it up.  Coming back across the Channel, it was a race 
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 Enlisted men, particularly gunners, suffered higher rates of emotional breakdown because they had fewer 

tasks to distract them while on missions.  The Eighth Air Force maintained a fairly fluid policy towards 

crew assignment adjustments.  American commanders recognized that crew effectiveness depended on the 

confidence crew members had in each other.  When one crew member could not adequately discharge his 

duties, he was often reassigned without delay.  (Wells: 71-72; 94-95) 
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 By September, nearly four B-17 groups had arrived in the United Kingdom to reinforce the VIII Bomber 

Command.  Three Liberator groups loaned by the Eighth to Gen. Carl Spaatz for Operation: TORCH, the 

invasion of Vichy North Africa, returned from the Mediterranean on September 8th as well.  Training and 

equipment deficiencies grounded some of these crews, but, on average, the Eighth had 373 operational 

heavy bombers at its disposal.  Gen. Eaker decided to wield his augmented strength in another incursion 

deep into Germany. 

On September 6, sixty-nine B-24s swept over the North Sea in an effort to draw the Luftwaffe's 

attention from the 338 Flying Fortresses headed for the ball-bearing plants and aircraft factories at 

Stuttgart.  The B-17s encountered heavy cloud cover over France, which turned back seventy-six crews, 

including three from Polebrook.  Twenty 351st Fortresses, charged with bombing the Bosch Component 

factory, joined the 262 that continued on toward the target, but constant undercast confounded the combat 

wings.  Failing to find a clearing above Stuttgart, the "Queens" attacked targets of opportunity in France 

and Germany.  Col. Hatcher led his planes to their secondary target and bombed the marshaling yards at 

Offenburg.   

The Eighth paid dearly for this excursion, losing forty-five bombers over the Continent and 

scrapping ten that returned to England.  The Luftwaffe again exacted a heavy toll for the Eighth's 

trespasses.  The men from Polebrook had some luck in this instance, skirmishing with only twenty to thirty 

half-hearted fighters and earning one more kill for the bomb group.  Many pilots, particularly the 

greenhorns, dipped too far into their fuel reserves while looking for a hole in the clouds and had to bail out 

over enemy territory or ditch in the Channel.  The Air-Sea Rescue service recovered 118 men from the 

twelve planes that went down off the English coast, including one crew from the 509th Squadron.  A 511st 

Squadron Fortress ditched close enough to swim ashore and another 509th "Queen" crash landed on top of 

a cliff overlooking the Channel.  Fuel shortages plagued every Fortress returning to East Anglia.  Fourteen 

out of the twenty planes that completed the mission could not reach Polebrook and landed at other 

fields.  (351st: 14; 93-94; C&C: 687-688; CC: 184-185; Coffey: 263; Levine: 102) 

 



against time and gas, mostly gas.  Two crews from our group ditched in the drink and 

[were] saved; one crash landed on [the] coast; [the] rest landed at different airfield[s] for 

gas.  Doug and George were superb.  They handled the ship perfect[ly] and saved enough 

gas to be the only ship from our squadron to come home on time.  Only two other planes 

came home with us.  P-47s brought us back from France, beautiful cover.  Saw the Swiss 

Alps.  Very tired.  Bed, early, 10:00 PM.
ß
  Loading tonight.  351st, all present. 

 

September 7, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Good sleep.  509th [Squadron] stayed down.  They blew up an airfield at 

Brussels, Belgium.71  They were low group and none [were] missing.  P-47[s] gave good 

cover.  No fighters seen.  Dinner.  George got hospitalized on account of a bad cold; that 

makes two of our crew grounded, co-pilot and navigator, Fred and 

Bill.  Haircut.  Cleaned my pinks in one hundred [percent] octane gasoline.  Read [the] 

news reports in [the] crew reading room.  Rested before supper.  Reader's Digest came 

today, July.  Mounted snapshots near my bed on the wall.  Cleaned a pair of pinks.  Doug 

and I, supper, then, saw a movie at [the] post theatre, a good comedy, Pardon My 

Stripes.  Beer at [the] club; carved our names on [the] club bar.  Example:  

 

 

 

Wrote Letter #3 to home.  Rain tonight.  Bed, 0030. 

 

September 8, 1943 

 

Italy surrendered, unconditionally, today!!72  Oh, happy days.  We're really going to start 

the ball rolling now!!!  Up at 1030.  Curly Gregg, an old classmate of Doug and Eugene 

Harris's,73 came over to this field for a visit.  Curly is in the 385th Bomb Group of the 
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 The amount of men and planes lost on the 6th, coupled with poor weather conditions over Germany for 

most of September, restricted the Eighth Air Force, once again, to targets within the P-47's range.  On the 

7th, 105 out of 114 heavy bombers pounded the aircraft manufacturing plants and airbases at Brussels, in 

concert with other strikes by the heavies against a V-weapon construction site at Watten, France, and an 

Axis convoy near Texel Island.  Swarms of Thunderbolts provided full coverage for their "Big Friends," 

sparing them from any engagements with the Luftwaffe.  Eighteen of the nineteen planes dispatched by Col. 

Hatcher raided the aerodrome at Brussels-Evere, Belgium, inflicting damage on several key buildings.  Six 

enemy fighters rose to challenge the 351st's Fortresses, but the P-47s kept them at bay.  (351st: 14; C&C, 

vol. 2: 688; CC: 185; Coffey: 265) 
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 On September 8, Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, Commander-in-Chief, Italy, officially announced the 

surrender of the Italian nation under Marshal Pietro Badoglio.  The armistice was signed between 

Badoglio's government and the Allies on September 3, as British troops landed at Calabria.  Badoglio came 

to power after King Victor Emmanuel ousted Benito Mussolini in response to the July 10 invasion of Sicily 

and the bombing of Rome on July 19.  Badoglio's attempts to withdraw his nation from the war without 

aggravating Hitler met with failure when the Fuehrer sent his troops to occupy Italy on July 27.  While the 

Italian government surrendered quickly and the Italian people threw in their lot with the Allies, the intense 

German resistance, orchestrated by Field Marshall Kesselring, dashed all hopes of a quick victory on the 

peninsula.  (AW: 418-421) 
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 Capt. Eugene P. Harris, 509th Squadron.  (351st: 121) 



Fourth Wing; dinner together.  Rested before athletics.  Played volleyball for half an hour 

and baseball.  Took [the] code check [exam], following athletics.  Read before 

supper.  Doug and I listened to [the] radio; also, took a walk around the post, looking for 

rabbits and quail.  Visited our "Queen;" the crew mechanics were still changing [the] #3 

engine.  Our "Queen" will not be ready for tomorrow.  Two missions tomorrow!!  Bed, 

1030; slept fairly good.  Starry night; also, [the] moon was out.  Received a V-mail from 

Rudy, dated August 30, Letter #1 and a letter from Irene, dated August 29, an air mail. 

 

September 9, 1943 

 

Mission 12-Bxxvi74 
 

Up at 0200.  Breakfast, minus any eggs.  Briefing, 0230.  Bomb load: twenty-four 

clusters of twenty-pound, three in a cluster, frag bombs.  Target: Lillie Airfield, 

France.  Altitude: 24,000 [feet].  Lead group and low group, only.  We were lead 

[squadron] and [the] first element, flying [in the] #2 position.  On O2: one-and-a-half 

hours.  Flight time: three-and-a-half hours, over enemy territory, [at] 28,000 feet.  Bill 

[is] still grounded.  I had to act as bombardier/navigator.  P-47s, a whole flock of them, 

gave us one hundred percent protection.  Flak, pretty Goddamn accurate [and] 

close!!!  Medium barrage.  No enemy fighters sighted, thank God.  France was just filled 

with us bombers; even two groups of B-24s went over, also.  Rested [for] one hour after 

dinner and [had] a second briefing at 0130.  Target: truck factory, Paris.  Low squadron, 

low group.  [Altitude]: 23,000 feet.  P-47 escort.  Fifteen minutes before [we were to] 

start [the] engines, [the] mission [was] scrubbed on account of clouds over [the] 

target.  Good deal; we're all very tired.  Wrote Letter #4 to home.  Bed, early.  Loading 

tonight.  Received two packages from Milly, a knife and candy.   

 

September 10, 1943 

 

On Pass, Forty-Eight Hours 
 

Up at 0830.  T/Sgt. Bill Arkwright brought us a dozen eggs for our breakfast.  Rain this 

AM.  Boys [are] going to Norway on a mission.75  Left [the] post for London [at] 1000 
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 To avoid the bad luck associated with the number thirteen, flyers often referred to their thirteenth mission 

as Mission 12-B.; On September 9, the Eighth contributed a force of 377 heavy bombers to the D-Day 

operations for STARKEY.  In seven flights, 330 bombers struck eight Luftwaffe airfields in France and 

industrial targets adjoining Paris.  All nineteen B-17s put up by the 351st Bomb Group joined eighteen 

other Fortresses in bombarding the airfield at Lille-Norde.  Harris and Harbour's account agrees with 

Piech's that the only fighters in the air on this mission were P-47s.  These descriptions attest to 

SHARKEY's failure to entrap a significant portion of the Luftwaffe.  Days before, Gen. Eaker had learned 

that sixty-five percent of Goring's fighters were now based along the western approaches to Germany.  This 

development, coupled with the results of SHARKEY, suggested that the Luftwaffe was conserving its 

strength for bomber streams headed into the German heartland.  (351st: 14; C&C, vol. 2: 689; 848; CC: 

186; Coffey: 265) 
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 There is no record of the 351st Bomb Group going on a mission to Norway on this date, indicating that 

the mission was most likely scrubbed.   



hours.  Arrived in the big city at 0100.  Rooms at the Russell; Bill and I in one and Doug 

and Fred in [the] other.  Dinner.  Walk around [the] city, up to Hyde Park and etc., 'til 

supper.  Spent [the] evening talking to a first lieutenant of the Canadian Army at the 

Russell'[s] bar; also, had quite a few scotches.  Bed, late.  Rain, the whole night; 

thunderstorm. 

 

September 11, 1943 

 

Up at 0945, in time for breakfast.  T/Sgt. Harvey and I spent the rest of the day together, 

touring [the] city and etc.  We saw Hidee Hi in [the] evening at [the] Palace Theater, 

very, very good, plenty of laughs.  Had pictures taken at Trafalgar Square.  Watched 

pigeons and people for two hours.  Bed, early, and tired out from walking.  Beautiful 

night, stars out.   

 

September 12, 1943 

 

Up at 1100.  No breakfast.  Doug, Bill and I, dinner at [the] officers' Red Cross, a good 

meal for two shillings.  Spent [the] rest of [the] PM at [the] club, reading magazines and 

papers.  Left London on [the] 1800 hour train.  Supper in [the] Allied officers' club
Þ
 at 

Peterborough; also, listened to [the] radio at the lounge.  Home, early, on [the] 2230 

bus.  Talks in Doug's room 'til 2400.  Bomb bay tanks76 installed, the latest news!!!  What 

next?!? 

 

September 13, 1943 

 

C.M. Stata.  Rudy Made First Lieutenant.xxvii 
 

Up at 1000.  Cloudy all day, overcast.  Doug and I had bomb trainer before dinner.  Letter 

from Charlie Stata; also, his wife, Claire.  Went to Kettering for a second fitting on my 

battle jacket.77  On [the] way home, I stopped in to see good ole Chick Stata.  He's in the 

427th Squadron, 303rd Bomb Group, at Molesworth, just twelve miles from Polebrook; 

hasn't been on any raids, yet.  Claire is an expectant [mother].  Letter from T/Sgt. A.A. 

Kuchta, also, today.  Supposed to fly tonight, a practice [mission], canceled.  Doug, Bill 

and I went to Peterborough to see the movie Five Graves to Cairo, pretty good.  Home, 

early.  Bed, 2400.  Full moon out tonight.  No loading. 

 

September 14, 1943 

 

Up at 1130.  Boy, what a good night's sleep did I have!!  Shave and dinner.  Did nothing 

all afternoon.  Cleaned our room and read Reader's Digest ‘til supper.  An August RUOL 

from Rutgers University came in [the] mail today; [that] is all.  Sewed on two buttons this 
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 An ejectable container of fuel stored in the ship's bomb bay area.  (USAFD: 85) 

 
77

 The waist-length coat, later known as an Eisenhower jacket, of a GI's service uniform.  (USAFD: 76) 

 



evening.  Read a history book and studied aircraft identification.  Wrote a V-mail letter to 

Pat Speck of Missouri and a letter to Pvt. Crompton, M.J.  The boys had to fly a night 

practice mission tonight; came down late.  Prepared hard-boiled eggs in our room before 

bed.  Bed by 0130. 

 

September 15, 1943 

 

Fourteenth Mission78 
 

Up at 1100.  Briefing, after dinner.  Take off, about 1530.  Bomb load: twelve 500-

[pound] demos, 6000 pounds [total].  All other planes carried two 1000-pound [bombs] 

on [their] wing racks, four tons, total.  Target: Romilly Airfield,
Þ
 France.  Low group, 

and, also, we flew in "Purple Heart Corner," tail-end Charlie, low group, low squadron 

and low ship.  It's a good thing we had beautiful P-47 fighter cover.  Saw about fifteen 

fighters, but, no direct attacks.  Our group flew a damn good formation, which kept the 

fighters away.  This time, we really blasted our target to hell!!  Altitude: 21,000 

[feet].  On O2: four hours.  Came back to England in [the] darkness; don't care to fly 

those late missions again!!  One Ju 88 fired a few rockets at us, just as we hit the 

Channel, leaving France.  Short on gas and half lost, Doug used good judgment and 

landed at [the] 381st [Bomb Group] field, Ridgewell.79  Slept there for the night; had poor 

quarters.  Slept in [our] clothes.  Bed by 2300.  It was a six-and-a-half hour 

mission.  Benson, our ball turret gunner, is grounded until he becomes a citizen.80xxviii 

 

September 16, 1943 

 

Fifteenth Mission81 
 

Up at 0800 and quickly flew back to our field in time for a briefing at 1000.  Another 

rough mission, a long john, seven hours flying time.  High group.  Bomb load: twelve 

500-[pound demos], 6000 pounds [total].  Target: Nantes, France, docks and etc., right 

next to "Flak City," St. Nazarene.82  On O2: four hours.  About fifteen to twenty-five FW 
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 Eighty-seven heavy bombers, including seventeen planes from Polebrook, struck the aerodrome at 

Romilly-sur-Seine concurrently with raids on an airfield at Chartres and aircraft, engine and ball-bearing 

factories around Paris  by three additional formations.  The 351st ran into more trouble once they left the 

Continent than they did over it.  The drag from the two 1000-pound exterior bombs carried by most of the 

Fortresses ate up their fuel.  As a result, many pilots had to land at other air bases when their fuel ran 

out.  (351st: 15; C&C, vol. 2: 848; CC: 189-190) 
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 Harris and Harbour specifically mention that Doug Harris landed at Ridgewell.  (351st: 15) 

 
80

 Harold Benson was born in Sweden. 
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 131 Eighth Air Force heavy bombers, including nineteen B-17s from Polebrook, attempted to sink a U-

boat refueling ship in port at Nantes.  A smoke-screen shielded the ship, but the adjacent docks and nearby 

marshaling yard were wrecked by the formation's payload.  Twenty-five FW 190s and Me 109s assailed the 

351st Bomb Group planes with coordinated passes in configurations of three to six fighters.  The German 

pilots were deterred by the bomber stream's fighter escort.  (351st: 15-16; 849; CC: 190) 
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 St. Nazarene earned its reputation as "Flak City" on January 3, 1943.  On that date, the city's antiaircraft 



190s made one direct nose attack on the low group; no ships peeled off.  Our entire wing 

flew a very good formation.  Had fairly good fighter cover to the target by P-47s and 

Spits.  A B-17 shot down a P-47 by mistake; very sickening news to hear.  Hit our target 

okay!!  Turned into the ocean and flew over it for three solid hours, over complete 

undercast;83 gas was low, but, we made it home okay.  V-mail letter from Sis Milly and 

Pat Speck.  Cleaned [the] guns and shaved.  Very, very tired.  Bed, 2300. 

 

September 17, 1943 

 

Mission Scrubbed 
 

Up at 0830.  Two eggs for breakfast.  Briefing at 0930.  Target: Frankfurt; supposed to 

bomb some alloy metal factory that produces eighty-five percent of German needs.  A 

seven hour mission.  Lead group in [the] high squadron.  Our crew was the only one of 

two crews from [the] 509th Squadron that was going to fly.  Our squadron was to stay 

down today, except [for] us!!  After putting our guns in the plane and just [getting] ready 

to get our flying equipment, the mission was scrubbed, perhaps on account of weather; 

who knows?  Showered after dinner.  Took sixteen days to reach me, del.
ß
  a V-mail from 

Carl Dux.  Stayed in room all afternoon, reading, talking and writing.  It rained, 

also.  Wrote a short letter to home, #1, September.  Loading tonight. 

 

September 18, 1943 

 

Mission Scrubbed.  Party!!! 
 

Up at 0930.  Briefing at 1100.  Bomb load: twelve 500-[pound demos], 6000 pounds 

[total].  Target: the mother ship84 at Nantes.  Lead group.  Altitude: 20,000 

[feet].  Mission [was] to be five hours [long].  On O2: three-and-a-half hours.  Half an 

hour before [we were to] start [the] engines, [the] mission [was] scrubbed; weather 

looked very sad.  Happy days; boy, we didn't want to fly today.  Bought four quarts of 

port; gave one to M/Sgt. Freeman,85 our crew chief, and [an]other to T/Sgt. 

Arkwright.  Showered and shaved.  Mock briefing for the 509th Squadron.  Boy, what 

fun; had every squadron officer present; even Col. Hatcher was there.  The Colonel is 

rock bottom.  All of us got [to] feeling pretty good.  Drank plenty of scotch.  Went to bed 

at 1700 hours and slept 'til 1930.  Sober again and ready for the real party at the 

club.  Dance and buffet supper was just swell; had a grand time.  Party over at 

2330.  Bed, 2430.  All of us four behaved very soberly. 

                                                                                                                                                                             

units introduced a new method for confronting the American heavy bombers, a "predicted barrage," which 

filled the air with flak bursts as the bomber streams passed through.  Previously, antiaircraft gunners had 

focused on destroying individual aircraft.  (Levine: 81)  
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 Cloud cover beneath an airplane that fully or partially obscures the ground.  (USAFD: 543) 

 
84

 The U-boat refueling vessel. 
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 M/ Sgt. Floyd D. Freeman, 509th Squadron.  (351st: 119) 

 



 

September 19, 1943 

 

Up at 1000 hours.  Had a good night's sleep; feel okay.  Doug, Bill and I, church 

service.  Dinner, very "G;" also, ice cream.  Doug and I played a little pool after 

dinner.  Received mail: 

 

1. V-mail from Elsie Brown 

2. Letter from Cousin Tessie 

3. American Legion card from Uncle Jack 

 

A very beautiful, sunny and warm day today; sat outside with [the] others, chewing the 

fat.  Crew chief dug up a fairly large piece of flak fragment, about three inches long, from 

our wing tank.  Evidently, we got it over Romilly and flew with it to Nantes.  We were 

pretty lucky on that one.  Read magazines before going to bed. 

 

September 20, 1943 

 

Up at 1030.  Didn't do much of anything all day long.  Athletics at 1430.  Had rear tooth 

filled in; no trouble with the operation.  Mail: received V-mail #10 from Frank and V-

mailxxix #11 from Milly.  Doug and George flew a practice mission.  Bill and I went to 

town to see a movie, Background to Danger, a very good show.  Back to [the] post by 

2230.  Something to eat before going to bed, 2300.  Loading tonight!!  Stars and a half 

moon out, all very beautiful tonight. 

 

September 21, 1943 

 

Mission Scrubbed! 
 

Up at 1030.  Briefing at 0130.  Target: Reims, France; [the] Junkers factory.  Bomb load: 

twelve 500-[pound] demos in [the] bomb bay, plus, two 1000-pound demos under [the] 

wings, [for] a total of 8000 pounds.  Take off at 0500.  Pitch dark.  What a scramble to 

take off!!  Climb to 13,000 feet and form the group.  Planes [were] all over the sky and 

things were all muddled!!!  Reached 13,000 [feet], and then, [the] mission was 

scrubbed.  Landed when [the] sun came up.  Doug made a perfect landing with all that 

load.  Slept from 0800 to 0100.  Beautiful day, skies clear, but, rain at supper time.  Four 

of us went to town to see a movie, Hello, Frisco, Hello, fair.  Back to [the] post by 

1000.  Stars all out tonight, very beautiful, a homesick sight.  Bed by 2330, sleepy.  No 

loading tonight!  Mail:  

 

1.  Questionnaire from [the] Rutgers Alumnixxx Association  

2.  Letter from Jeffrey Lawrence, via Harriet. 

 

September 22, 1943 

 



Up at 1030.  Shaved.  Good dinner, steak and mashed potatoes!!  Washed my good tan 

shirt in cold water.  Took code check, ten words per minute.  [Had] ear washed out; slight 

trouble seems to be brewing again.  Stayed home to write letters all evening:   

 

1. Answer: Rutgers Alumni questionnaire 

2. Wrote Letter #7 to home 

 

Went to bed early.  Mission tomorrow; loading tonight.  Mail: letter[s] from Lt. Waldron, 

Pvt. Crompton, [the] DuPont Film [Plant], Scooperoo.  Card from Karcher and #8 Letter, 

dated September 5, from Irene; also, Mother wrote. 

 

September 23, 1943 

 

Sixteenth Mission86 
 

Up at 0100.  Briefing at 0200.  Target: Nantes; [the] roughest mission we've had so 

far.  Bomb load: twelve 500-[pound] demos, 6000 pounds.  Flight was seven hours.  On 

O2: three hours.  Supposed to have fighter cover in and out, but, something went 

wrong.  We had no fighter cover and, God, did those fighters come in at us; saw thirty at 

once.  However, they didn't knock any B-17s down, in spite of their persistent 

hacks.  Cloud front on [the] course to our target; fighters had the advantage on us.  Target 

was the mothership, tucked in the river.  We were flying in [the] low squadron, #2 

[position], tail-end [Charlie] and lead group.  [Altitude:] 24,000 [feet].  Some bombardier 

let his bombs go off early, thus, half of [the] group's bombs were wasted; [the] rest of 

[the] bombs came within thirty feet of the ship.87  However, still two other wings had to 

visit Nantes in the afternoon to hit the ship again.88  Since we had no fighter support, our 

colonel led the wing out over the sea and flew home by the long water route.  We were 

hit by a handful of fighters about an hour over the ocean; surprise attack.  Roland Benson 

shot one FW 190, our ball [turret] gunner.  Damage: #4 engine was hit by a .30 caliber 

[shell]; had to be feathered.  .20 mm shell near [the] #1 engine.  .30 caliber in [the] two 

other engines, also.
†
  Flak, very heavy and accurate!!xxxi  [However, we all came back to 

base okay, but quite shaken up!]ß 

 

                                                           
86

 The 351st Bomb Group put up nineteen B-17s as part of the 117-Fortress bomber stream that made 

another attempt on the U-boat refueling ship docked at Nantes.  Two of the group's B-17s were counted 

among the seventy-one that aborted the mission.  According to Harris and Harbour, the bombers inflicted 

several blows on the vessel.  Due to a low cloud ceiling over Nantes, the Flying Fortresses reduced their 

altitude on the bomb run, which afforded the port's antiaircraft guns a higher degree of accuracy.  In 

addition, fifty to seventy interceptors tormented the formation.  Nevertheless, all forty-six planes that 

bombed Nantes returned to England.  (351st: 16; 86; C&C, vol. 2: 849; CC: 194) 

 
87

 The Eighth Air Force generally assembled its planes in a combat box formation.  This array allowed 

every gunner a wide firing range and permitted mutual fire support.  However, the configuration prevented 

individual bombing.  Thus, each group assigned its best bombardier to the lead plane and ordered the other 

bombardiers to release their bombs once they saw his drop.  (C&C, vol. 2: 331-332; Levine: 81-82)  

 
88

 Eighty B-17s made the second attempt on the ship that afternoon.  (C&C, vol. 2: 849) 

 



September 24, 1943 

 

Mission Scrubbed 
 

Up at 0515.  Briefing at 0600.  No ship for us, thus, our crew had to stand by as a 

spare.  We were low group, lead squadron.  [Target:] Frankfurt!  Wow, a rough 

one!  Mission to last five-and-a-half hours.  Supposed to bomb a huge plant that 

manufactures eighty-five percent of [all] variable aluminum products for the Nazi war 

machine, a very, very important target.  Mission scrubbed on account of weather; thank 

God for that.  Took [the] navigator's exam before dinner.  Athletics at 0230.  Shaved and 

went to town with Doug to see a movie, Silver Skates, poor.  Rain, this evening.  Home 

early, 2230.  Something to eat before going to bed.  Mail: letter from Amelia, #3. 

 

September 25, 1943 

 

Up at 1030.  Made out laundry.  Dinner, okay.  The boys went on a practice bombing 

mission out over the North Sea.  The whole wing participated.  On account of my ear, I 

don't have to do any unnecessary flying.  Wrote six V-mail letters before supper: 

   

1. Elsie V. Brown 

2. [The] Kandels 

3. [The] R.L. Piechs, (to Jeff) 

4. Tessie Kuchta 

5. Adolph Kuchta 

6. Charles Dux 

 

Supper and shave and off to town and to a dance at the town hall; had a swell time 

dancing.  Came home on [the] 2300 bus.  Hopped into bed immediately, because [they 

are] loading tonight!!! 

 

September 26, 1943 

 

Seventeenth Mission89 
 

Felt good to sleep all night.  Up at 1000.  Briefing at 0100.  Had guns installed before 

dinner.  Dinner, supper, good; grilled steak and ice cream, very "G."  Target: an aircraft 

assembly plant at Meulan, fifteen miles NW90 of Paris.  Low group, lead squadron; flew 

#2 on [the] lead ship.  Gremlin's Delight, still grounded; flew in Strouse's #861 

airplane.  Weather, very, very poor; flew within fifteen minutes of [the] target and turned 

back.  Flak [was] thrown up at us over [the] French coast.  Mission, at 24,000 [feet], 

colder than hell!! -38 C.  Nose windows froze and did Bill and I have a headache trying 
                                                           
89

 Dense cloud cover protected the aircraft plant at Meulan and repelled the Eighth's heavy bombers.  As 

the eighteen 351st B-17s flew back to Polebrook, a minor flak barrage greeted the planes at Dieppe.  Harris 

and Harbour mistakenly listed this mission on September 25.  (351st: 16; C&C, vol. 2: 849; CC: 195) 

 
90

 Northwest. 

 



to see out.  P-47 area cover.  Four-and-a-half hour mission.  Three hours on O2.  Take off 

at 1500.  Landed at 1930, with the 6000-pound bomb load!!!  Cleaned [the] guns and off 

to bed by 2200, tired.  Mail: V-mail from Elsie Brown, moron jokes.  Wrote a V-mail to 

home and Amy, #3.  Letter #8 to home. 

 

September 27, 1943 

 

Eighteenth Mission91 
 

Up at 0230.  Breakfast.  Briefing at 0300.  Bomb load: twelve 500-[pound demos], 6000 

pounds [total].  Same plane as yesterday.  Target: Emden, Germany; dock facilities and 

etc.  Flew high group, low squadron, #2 on [the] second element.  Temperature: -42 

C!!!  P-47 cover in and out of [the] target.  Target area covered with .892 clouds; dropped 

bombs.  Believe the Eighth Air Force made quite a mess out of Emden today.  Over the 

target, ME 109s made nose attacks, about thirty to fifty.  Two fighters made attacks on 

our group; no damage.  Goddamn German AA93 batteries threw up a barrage at one of our 

paratroopers.
xxxii94

  My center gun went out over [the] target; froze fingers trying to fix 

[the] gun.  Couldn't fix it; bolt jammed in [the] receiver.  P-47s helped us beautifully on 

[the] way out.  Not much flak at our altitude.  Believe Benson and Hartman shot down 

one ME 109; put [it] in as a probable.  Mission lasted five hours.  Landed at 1230.  No 

mail.  Cleaned gun.  Dinner.  Shower and shave.  Dentist; tooth filled in, pretty 

rough!  Stayed home all night.  Talked in room 'til 2300.  No loading tonight.  Sky 

covered with light rain clouds. 

                                                           
91

 By September of 1943, Gen. Eaker and his subordinates were under tremendous pressure to drop more 

bombs on German soil.  However, bad weather and fewer hours of daylight often forced the Eighth to focus 

on targets in France and the Low Countries.  Departing from its daylight precision bombing principle, the 

Eighth appropriated H2S airborne radar systems from the RAF for installation in its lead planes.  With the 

H2S sets, these planes could map out the territory below the clouds, locate the designated target and mark 

the drop zone with flares.  However, this system was quite inaccurate and the raids conducted with H2S (or 

the H2X equivalent developed by the AAF) yielded the same results as area bombing. 

On September 27, Emden became the first target for an American formation led by H2S pathfinder 

ships.  This objective provided excellent parameters for testing this system.  H2S (and H2X) could 

differentiate between land masses and bodies of water more clearly than different types of terrain.  Two 

bomber divisions consisting of three wings, each guided by an H2S equipped pathfinder, a total of 244 

planes, attacked the city's docks.  Due to the nature of the device and the operators' inexperience with it, 

their bomb loads were scattered across the target area.  The AAF airmen, who prided themselves on the fact 

that their efforts at visual bombing spared the lives of many civilians, labeled this raid, "women and 

children's day." 

The taskforces that struck Emden were protected by a B-24 diversionary flight over the North Sea 

and continuous escort by P-47s outfitted with drop tanks.  The seventeen out of nineteen 351st "Queens" 

that made the attack encountered resistance from twenty to twenty-five FW 190s and Me 109s.  The 

Thunderbolts preserved all of Col. Hatcher's charges and kept total losses to seven Fortresses.  (351st: 16; 

86; C&C, vol. 2: 698-693; CC: 195; Coffey: 266; Levine: 103) 

 
92

 8/10 cloud cover. 

 
93

 Antiaircraft. 

 
94

 "The correct word is parachutist."
ß
 

 



 

September 28, 1943 

 

Mission Scrubbed 
 

Up at 0900.  Had a perfect night's sleep.  Post briefing at 1000; it was interrupted by news 

of a rush loading.  Take off at 1230.  Bombardiers' briefing, special.  Target: [the] Graf 

Spee battleship,95 somewhere in the Kattegat Bay, off Denmark and near Sweden.  What a 

target!!  Bomb load: one bomb bay tank and 3000 pounds of demos.  Mission scrubbed at 

1200.  Dinner, okay.  Listened to [the] 0300 hours news.  Flak suit96 

lecture.  Athletics.  Turned in active duty orders to [the] squadron; promotion to first 

lieutenant in a month's time.  Rainy weather, all day.  Wrote Letter #9 to home.  Doug, 

Bill and I, movie in town, Forever and a Day, very good.  Mail: V-mail from Sis Milly, 

Letter #14. 

 

September 29, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Rain, the entire day; completely closed in.  Read letters all 

afternoon.  Shaved and off to see a movie in town, Tarzan Triumphs, pretty good.  Wrote 

Letter #4 to Amy before going to bed.  Mail: received #12 and #13 letters from 

Frank.  [Also], Mrs. C. Kingery and Tessie Kuchta. 

 

September 30, 1943 

 

Up at 0900.  Oiled [the] guns this AM; skeet shooting, also.   The entire crew [went] out, 

a swell time.  Did nothing of importance all day, just lazed around, talking and 

reading.  Pay day: $268.50; all I got was $69.20.  Shaved and off to town in [the] evening 

to a dance.  Met Bettyxxxiii Shaw at [the] dance.  Home, late.  Wrote a letter to Pvt. M.J. 

Crompton.  Rainy weather [for the] whole day.  No loading.  Stars out tonight.  Mail: 

Bussy Luker and a V-mail from Milly. 

 

October 1, 1943 

 

On Pass For Three Days 

 

Up at 0900.  Boys left for London this AM, three day pass; I'm staying home 

today.  Didn't do much all day today.  Received [my] navigator's certificate; am a 

qualified navigator.97  Went to Peterborough to see a movie with Capt. 

                                                           
95

 In December of 1939, the Graf Spee was scuttled by its crew near Montevideo, Uruguay, after an 

engagement with the Royal Navy's Renown cruiser and Ark Royal aircraft carrier.  The ship referred to here 

could not be identified.   

 
96

 A protective smock made of thick cloth containing metal plates that could stop most pieces of flak at 

high altitudes.  (USAFD: 207) 

 
97

 Lt. Piech was certified as a dead reckoning navigator.  (Document #6) 

 



Omohundro.  Mail: two packages from Sis Milly, Life magazines and an eight-ounce 

candy package. 

 

October 2, 1943 

 

On Pass 

 

Up at 0900.  Dressed and got ready to leave [the] post for London.  Got a train from 

Peterborough at 1300.  The group went to Emden to drop bombs through a complete 

overcast.98  They were lead group.  Met the entire crew at [the] Hotel Russell in [the] 

evening.  Saw Victory Through Airpower after supper.  Bed, early.  Three of us in one 

room, Benson, Hartman and I.  Air raid and heard antiaircraft guns go off at night; scared 

the hell out of me. 

 

October 3, 1943 

 

On Pass 

 

Up at 1000.  All ate breakfast at [the] hotel restaurant.  Saw a short movie in [the] 

afternoon.  Lazed around all day; few drinks at night.  Surprise!!  Met ole R.M.,
‡
 a 

classmate,
Þ
 at Piccadilly.  He was at Boise [for] six months and, also, got married; still 

looks the same, sloppy and uncouth manners.  He is currently with the 385th Bomb 

Group, 551st Squadron.
ß
  Also, met James E. Peacock, a classmate, yesterday.  He's a 

navigator on a B-17 crew of the 91st [Bomb] Group.  Pilley and Yee went down, he told 

me.  He thought I had been shot down, also, according to rumors.  "Hell no," I 

said.  Mail: V-mail from Ray Kandel and a letter from Amelia.  Air raid alert in London, 

again, tonight. 

 

October 4, 1943 

 

On Pass.  Frankfurt. 

 

Up at 1000.  All of us had breakfast together.  Spent three hours in [the] hotel lounge, 

chewing the fat and etc.  Heard the 1300 hour news and almost went wild at the news 

report that our boys finished off the propeller factory at Frankfurt.99  351st was [the] low 

                                                           
98

 The October 2 mission to Emden closely paralleled the September 27 raid in execution and results.  This 

time, 340 heavy bombers visited the port city, including nineteen planes from Polebrook.  Thunderbolts 

accompanied their "Big Friends" once again, resulting in only two losses for the VIII Bomber 

Command.  (351st: 16; C&C, vol. 2: 693; CC: 197) 

 
99

 On October 4, the Eighth penetrated deep into Germany once again, dispatching 361 heavy bombers to 

hit targets in Frankfurt and the Saarland.  Foul weather drove off many of the seventy-nine planes that 

failed to reach their targets, including five of the nineteen issued by the 351st.  The heavies that did enter 

the heart of Germany found the Luftwaffe waiting for them.  The boys from Polebrook alone observed 

nearly one hundred.  Five of the B-17s that raided Frankfurt were shot down, in addition to eleven more 

lost on the expeditions to the Saar.  The RAF cooperated directly with the Eighth in the destruction of 

Frankfurt's industrial sector by bombing the city at night.  (351st: 16; 86; C&C, vol. 2: 849; CC: 198; 

Levine: 103) 



group.  509th stood down.  However, God flew with the boys again.  We only lost two 

crews, Nauman and Reed.100  The fighters were in swarms, all types and 

furious!!  Arrived in Peterborough at 2000.  Saw Bettyxxxiv Shaw.  Bus home by 

2330.  Cloudy night.  No loading. 

 

October 5, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.  Shave.  We test hopped101 our Gremlin's Delight this morning.  I acted as 

navigator.  Made one stop at Great Staughton to pick up some armor plates.  Flying time: 

half an hour.  Cloudy all day; rough weather.  George received a radio from home.  Wrote 

Letter #1, October, to home.  Went to town with Capt. Omo; saw a movie, Flemish 

Farm.  Home on [the] 2300 bus.  Mail: V-mail from Milly, dated September 25.  Also, #2 

letter from 1st Lt. R.L. Piech. 

 

October 6, 1943 

 

Up at 1000.   Code check this AM.  Did nothing all afternoon.  Had a swell crew party in 

the evening.  S/Sgt. Alex Hartman, through his cleverness as a chicken man, bought, 

killed and fried eight young chickens for us.  Boy, what a meal!  We had plenty of beer, 

grapefruit juice, pie and all the chicken we could eat.  All crowded in[to] Doug and 

George's room.  Loading tonight.  To bed, with a full stomach, by 2330.  Loading, 

canceled early in [the] AM.   

 

October 7, 1943 

 

Up at 0930.  Bill and I had a lecture and [were] showed the operation of the "chin" 

turret102 on the B-17G;103 not a bad contraption.  Simons [is] in trouble again; looks like a 

court martial this time.  He got in trouble with some MPs in Peterborough last 

month.  Shower, shave and a haircut this afternoon.  Saw a movie in town with Shaw, 

Cargo of Innocents, pretty good.  Loading tonight.  Mail: letter from Crompton, M.J. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                             

 
100

 1st Lt. Theodore W. Reed, Jr., 508th Squadron (KIA); two KIAs, seven POWs; 1st Lt. Daniel D. 

Nauman, 511th Squadron (MIA); seven MIAs, two KIAs.  (351st: 102) 

 
101

 A test flight.  (USAFD: 522) 

 
102

 A turret located below and slightly to the rear of the plane's nose.  (USAFD: 113) 

 
103

 Wing Span: 103' 9.38"; Fuselage Length: 74' 8.9"; Engine: Wright R-1820-97 1000 HP; Weight 

(Empty): 36,134 lbs.; Weight (Gross): 38,200 lbs.; Max. Speed: 302 MPH; Cruising Speed: 160 MPH; 

Max. Range: 3,750 miles; Ceiling: 35,000 feet; Armament: Thirteen .50 cal. machine guns.  Boeing 

produced 4,035 B-17Gs; Additional B-17Gs were produced by Douglas (2,395) and Vega (or Lockheed) 

(2,250).  The B-17G was designed to render a greater volume of fire, especially in front of the Fortress.  To 

this end, Boeing revised the waist and tail positions and added a "chin" turret.  The designers intended the 

chin turret as a deterrent to the head-on attacks favored by the Luftwaffe.  Planned to be the ultimate self-

defending bomber, the B-17G arrived in quantity just as the Eighth realized that only a long-range fighter 

would make deep penetrations into Germany feasible.  (Flying Fortress: 310-311; Levine: 102)  
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